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An ‘ISOFIX base’ is required for rear-facing 
child seats.
This way, it avoids using the seat belt.
First the base is clipped onto the ISOFIX anchors 
and then the child seat is secured to the base.

Cars with ISOFIX have two anchor points (metal bars)
found between the cushion and backrest of the seat.  

All cars manufactured since February 2013 must have 
this type of connecting point on at least two seats.

Check your vehicle manual to find out if it is 
equipped with ISOFIX. 
It is probable you will also find an ISOFIX logo 
or label. 

How do you secure a child seat with ISOFIX anchor points?

Hook the two rigid extensions or metal clips found 
on the lower part of the rear of the child seat to 

the vehicles two anchor bars. A ‘click’ and a green line 
indicates that it is correctly secured. 

The third anchor point for the ISOFIX system. A safety belt 
secures the lower part of the backrest of the CRS to the rear 
of the backrest of the car seat or even to the vehicle's trunk.
This upper anchor point is on the floor of the trunk or on the 

rear part of the vehicle's bench seat (see our infographic). 
Once the car seat is installed, hook the Top Tether onto the 

third ISOFIX anchor point. Tighten and test the indicator 
to see if there is sufficient tension.

This is the alternative to the Top Tether.
It is used with Group 0+ and I child seats, both in 
rear-facing and forward-facing versions. The leg 
extends until it rests on the floor of the vehicle. At 
the correct height. Next, check to ensure it is stable. 
Check the vehicle manual to ensure it can be 
installed with no problems.

Another type of anchor that also prevents rotation.
It is designed for rear-facing CRS.

It does not have a specific anchor point.

Slide the front seat forward until the runner is exposed. 
Next, pass the tether around the runner 

or around one of the seat legs.

Repeat the process with the other tether 
on the other runner.


